Moyne provide an extensive range of power rated sockets, light fittings and mains
supplies for shell scheme and space only exhibitors. Information is provided in this
section on the venue rules and regulations relating to electrical installations and the
products and services on offer for VegFest 2017
If you have any questions regarding the type of products you should order please
contact us.

3-pin English 13A socket-outlets, are
available with four different power ratings:
500w, 1000w, 2000w & 3000w

4 Way Extension Leads

75w General Purpose Spotlights available
as single or multiple fittings

Fluorescent Tubes

Long Arm Spotlight

Single Phase and Three Phase Connections

Q: How do I know which socket to order?
A: Always look at the wattage requirement on your appliance. Ordering the wrong power supply could mean
termination of power to your stand and adjacent stands. An upgrade to the power supply on site will incur an additional
20% charge on the Standard Rate. If you require advice please contact us.
Moyne provides standard 3-pin English 13A socket-outlets, but with four different power ratings. The list below indicates
the type of equipment that can be used with each of the power ratings:
500W Socket is rated at 2AMP and can supply the following:
One computer [or 2 x laptops]
A small domestic fridge
Four mobile phone chargers
Table lamp
Television and video
or any combination of the above using a single 4-way extension (maximum length 2m) subject to a total load of 500W
1000W Socket is rated at 4 AMP and can supply:
Small domestic coffee machine (750W – 1kW)
Small domestic steamer (900W – 1kW)
Small microwave cooker (750W – 1kW)
2000W Socket and 3000W Sockets are rated at 10 AMP and 13 AMP and can supply:
Jug Kettle (2kW – 3kW)
Catering coffee machine (1.5kW – 3kW)
The list indicates individual items that can be used with each socket, with the exception of the 500W socket above. All
sockets are supplied on daytime power only unless 24-hour continuous power is requested and quoted for.
Actual power requirements will vary dependent upon the individual equipment used. All electrical equipment has a
Rating Plate that shows its power consumption in Watts (W) or kilowatts (kW). You should carefully examine all
equipment to be used and calculate the exact power usage before ordering your electrical power requirements.
Q: Can I run my own lights off a socket?
A: If you are ordering a socket so as to be able to supply your own lighting arrangement's), then in accordance with the
regulations, the maximum power rating of any single lighting circuit is 1000W (1kW), so if, for example, you had 3kW of
lighting on your stand, you would need to order 3 x 1kW sockets for this arrangement.
Q: How many spotlights should I order?
A: As a general rule we suggest 1 x spotlight for every 3m². The most popular fitting we supply is a 4ft track with 3 x
75w spotlights
Q: What is the best position for lighting?
A: We recommend that spotlights and fluorescent tubes are positioned behind the shell scheme fascia to hide the fitting
and provide a flood of light back into the stand. Our electricians automatically position lights behind the fascia. Should
you require alternative positioning you will need to provide the electrical positioning diagram for your stand.
Q: What is the difference between a Spotlight and a Long Arm Spotlight?
A: A spotlight provides a wider flood of light compared to a log arm spotlight which is designed to provide light
downwards to highlight a graphics panel or single display item.
Q: Can I bring an Extension Lead to the show to power more than one appliance off my socket(s)?
A: Extension leads can be used but the guidelines for ordering sockets detailed above must be followed. In all cases
the extension lead must not exceed 2m in length. Only one extension unit can be used per socket.
Q: Why is there an early booking price and standard booking price?
A: The early booking date coincides with our initial power submission to the venue. Subsequent power submissions are
surcharged by the venue at 20%. This surcharge is passed on to you in the standard rate charge.

Q: Why do island sites require an independent mains supply?
A: Venue regulations stipulate that island sites require an independent mains supply, the power source cannot be taken
across the gangway from another block. The cost of electrics on island sites is charged at the cost of the mains
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installation plus fitting charge and testing. If you are exhibiting on an island site please contact us for a quotation.

Q: How do I make sure the power remains on my stand overnight?
A: Normally power goes off to stands an hour after the exhibition closes and comes on again an hour before it opens. If
you require power to your stand to service appliances outside this period you must order 24 hour power. Please contact
us for a quotation.

Q: Will I have a mains box on my stand?
A: One stand in every block has to have a venues mains box to regulate supply. These are positioned at the discretion
of our electricians and cannot be relocated. We try as far as possible to position this so that it provides the least
obstruction possible to the stand holder. We are not able to advise until the show build up period where the mains
boxes will be positioned.
To meet venue requirements each stand has to have an isolation board again we endeavour to position these to cause
minimal inconvenience, on Shell Scheme stands this is normally behind the fascia to leave stand panels unobstructed
for graphics. If you have chosen to remove the fascia the box will be positioned on a wall panel. As a safety measure
each isolation board is fitted with a 30 milliamp RCD protection.

Q: Why is a charge made for testing lighting and power?
A: Following a revision to BS7671:2008 Requirements for electrical installations (IEE wiring Regulations 17th Edition)
the circuits on every exhibition standard irrespective of whether they are space only or shell scheme must be tested by
qualified electricians and a completion certificate handed to the hall electrical mains management company. This is a
new directive which Moyne has to comply with. In order to cover the cost of the additional work required to comply with
the directive and ensure power is supplied by the exhibition venue to stands all UK exhibition contractors are charging a
testing fee. Please note that this fee applies at all major UK exhibition venues. The charge to exhibitors is calculated at
£15.00 + vat for every 2000w (8AMP) purchased.
Q: When will power be available on my stand?
A: An exact time cannot be provided for energisation of power to stands. We work quickly to install supplies and fittings
however each stand must be tested and approved by the venue before the mains supply is energised. Should there be
a stand on a block which has a more complex installation it may hold up the power supply be activated to surrounding
stands. If you have any questions regarding your power supply you should visit the Moyne Service Desk in the
exhibition hall.
Q: I need power to the centre of my stand how do I achieve this?
A: Power is normally supplied from overhead or venue mains installation permitting, through floor ducts. Either option
may lead to unsightly and potentially dangerous cabling across the stand floor. We recommend that if power is
required at floor level to various locations on the stand a platform floor is ordered to hide cables. We can advise on this
and ensure the cabling is in situ prior to the floor being laid. If you are providing your own platform you must advise us
of this on the electrical positioning diagram.

Q: I have been told I need a venue mains supply what is the difference between this and a socket?
A: A mains supply is fitted with a Cee Form connector either for direct connection to a consumer unit or as a means for
your electricians to distribute from. Under the current regulations it is not permissible to order a socket and use it to
supply a consumer unit if you are carrying out the installation of your own electrical wiring and equipment. In these
circumstances you will need to order an electrical mains supply.
All direct main, single phase or three phase, can only be ordered through Moyne and only after meeting the following
criteria will charges be applied and mains installed:

1.Copies of the relevant qualifications of any personnel responsible for the completion of the installation must be
provided.
2.The person carrying out testing must be qualified to the required standard.
3. All qualifications, insurance and general details must be provided to Moyne where upon £150.00 administration fee
plus the cost of the main will be charged.
Following the completion of the installation by the allocated contractor the following must also be adhered to before
energisation of the supply may be facilitated:
1. The installation must meet the standards required by the regulations, however should the installation not meet these
requirements Moyne are authorised to postpone energisation until they are met satisfactorily.
2. If for any reason the electricians responsible for the installation cannot carry out the required Test & Inspection,
Moyne may carry out this service on their behalf for the fee of up to a Maximum of £300.00 dependent on the
Complexity of the installation to be Tested, which includes standby during the open period of the event. This will be in
addition to any costs related to the mains supply or administration.
Please be aware that any personnel involved will still remain responsible for their own installation
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Alternatively Order Online at www.exhibitorzone.co.uk
Register as new user Respond to the Activation email Register as an Existing User Select
VegFest 2017 Enter Passcode VEGFEST17
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